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Search Engine Optimization, otherwise referred to as S.E.O., is the practice and implementation of certain principles, tasks and tools done on a website to
influence search engines to better understand the purpose of a website and web pages, thus offer better search result to search engine Users by ranking
web pages for search results in order of most relevance to the search phrase.
S.E.O. can broadly be divided into two sections: Steps and tasks that can only be done once + Steps and tasks that can be repeated.
Before any work can be done, research into the competitiveness of the related industry has to be done in order to ascertain competing websites, and
develop a strategy to outrank their webpages for better positions. Therefore, the correct process of S.E.O. is three phase:
• Research Market & designer strategy, creating priority list of tools and tasks are best for website ranking,
• Implement priority list of tools and tasks, then,
• Maintain site with tasks that need to be repeated.
This document is an independent certificate developed by Jean-Pierre Murray-Kline and is a guideline of the most up to date and generally accepted
tricks and tools of the trade to increase website ranking. The tools used per website are normally decided based on the results of the research done, and
the frequency of the repeated tasks are normally determined on the competitiveness of the industry the website is trading in.
Search engines rank each and every page. There were 4.62 billion pages in March 2016.
As each new web page is added to the internet, its purpose is assessed and ranked by search engines. If a web page or website is launched competing
for similar search phrases to own site purpose, own website SEO strategy and frequency of work to be done needs to make provision for the new
competitor.
S.E.O. is therefore not a once off product or step in building a website. It is recommended that competiveness research is done at least once a year,
and strategy amended.

R.P.D. (Research, Plan and Development) is our own acronym we give to broad variety of tasks / tools and software we use related to the processes we
follow to analyze and research your website and its pages, its products and services, its content, structure and general quality in context of the current
market as well as against primary competitors (websites and pages with better positions on search engines for primary search phrase). Based on data
and research we then plan which S.E.O. tools and tasks to use to actively target and actively achieve better positions. This is a step missed by nearly all
S.E.O. and web design companies and is the reason S.E.O. results can be slower than they need to be and more costly in the long run.
Before R.P.D can start, a website owner must decide on Primary Search Phrases.
Setup. This is the phase of steps and tasks that can broadly only be done once. This is the first phase S.E.O. work is physically done. Not all set up steps and
tasks need to be done on all websites and pages, and in fact can have a negative effect if done incorrectly. Setup steps and tasks are the foundation
of good S.E.O. R.P.D. is where the selection of Setup tasks and tools for this phase are decided.
RCR&M = Repeated checks, Reviews, Tasks and Maintenance. This phase of S.E.O. are tasks that can be repeated indefinitely, and where the majority of
work is done. It is also the main reason why no company should claim to be able to sell a client once off S.E.O. While a complete R.P.D is recommended
once a year, the RCR&M phase essentially uses the ground work completed during the Setup Phase and builds on from it. This phase should be done no
less than once a month for the simple reason that it is widely accepted that search engines review (in general) a website or parts of a site at least once
a month, therefore your rankings and positions on search engines are re-evaluated against any new competitor or current competitor website who has
made changes since your websites last review. The more competitive the market, the more frequent RCR&M should be done.

